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reproducibility crisis
Goodman et al. (2016) Science Translational Medicine 8(341): 341ps12
What does research reproducibility mean?

title or abstract including

one or more of:

“research reproducibility”

“reproducibility of research”

“reproducibility of results”

“results reproducibility”

“reproducibility of study”

“study reproducibility”

“reproducible research”
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“reproducible result”



“research on research”
Ioannidis et al. (2015) PLOS Biology 13(10): e1002264
Meta-research: evaluation and improvement of research methods and practices



xkcd: trouble for science
https://xkcd.com/1574/

https://xkcd.com/1574/


perceptions among scientists
Baker (2016) Nature 533(7604): 452–454
1,500 scientists lift the lid on reproducibility



perceptions among the public
The Economist, issue October 19, 2013



crisis vs. “crisis narrative”
PNAS Sackler Colloquium on Improving the Reproducibility of Scientific Research
published March 13, 2018 by the NAS — National Academy of Sciences USA



credibility crisis
NAS Irreproducibility Report
published April 17, 2018 by the NAS — National Association of Scholars
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points of view
Munafò et al. (2017) Nature Human Behaviour 1: 0021
A manifesto for reproducible science

e.g. the view from psychology. . .

hypothetico-deductive model

of the scientific method

and potential threats



points of view
Redish et al. (2018) PNAS 115(20): 5042–5046
Reproducibility failures are essential to scientific inquiry

. . . vs. the view from maths, computer science

I e.g. no statistical problems, no issues with experimental design

I failures to replicate essential to integration
of conflicting observations and ideas into coherent theory

“The discovery that an experiment does not replicate
is not a lack of success but an opportunity.
. . . A failure to reproduce is only the first step
in scientific inquiry. In many ways, how science responds
to these failures is what determines whether it succeeds.”
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research reproducibility

the problem, loosely defined

results can only be trusted if they can be re-derived
by the original researchers and/or by others working independently

(part of) the solution

change in approach to computing in research

sharing over email
manual updating

mouse “trails” in GUIs
. . .

not reproducible

shared repository
version control

dynamic documents
. . .

fully reproducible



e.g. data management malfunction

Brown et al. (2005) Nature 438: 1148–1150

Dance reveals symmetry especially in young men

Reich (2013) Nature 497: 170–171

Symmetry study deemed a fraud

“. . . Brown says that it is unclear
which data set is the original

because many versions exist.”
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Growth in a time of debt
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A critique of Reinhart and Rogoff
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a slogan
Buckheit and Donoho (1995) WaveLab and reproducibile research
in Antoniadis and Oppenheim (eds.) Wavelets and statistics, Springer

An article about computational science
in a scientific publication is not the scholarship itself,
it is merely advertising of the scholarship.
The actual scholarship is the complete
software development environment and the complete
set of instructions which generated the figures.



another slogan
Stark (2018) Nature 557: 613
Before reproducibility must come preproducibility

Science should be ‘show me’,
not ‘trust me’;
it should be ‘help me if you can’,
not ‘catch me if you can’.
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